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Abstract 
As a product of ideology, TV play is the reflection of social life in human mind. 
Social life is people’s life in a certain historical period and a certain social relations. 
Because the ultimate purpose of TV play is to show people’s life and the phenomenon 
of the modern society, the profound life experience and conscious understanding of 
the meaning of life is of great importance for TV play. As we all know that, TV play is 
the epitome of human society. So, there is no doubt that there is a close relationship 
between TV play and our country’s politics, economy, culture and social institution. 
On the view of aesthetic culture, this article is trying to analysis how the times 
influences the TV play and what seems to change in TV play ’s characters. It is 
supposed to show the aesthetic status quo and the changes in TV play ’s characters 
according to the diversity aesthetic needs on the background of modern culture. Based 
on people’s diversity expectation, the TV play begins to seek their own aesthetic value 
of the underlying meaning. 
The article is divided into three parts. In the first part, the author analyze the era 
background through talking about the combination of art and our life, picturizing and 
commercial artwork; In the second part, I discuss the characteristic of TV play, as well 
as the aesthetic status quo of TV play on the background of modern culture; In the 
third part, based on the changes of the times and the aesthetic status quo, I find out 
that through inheriting the traditional morality, showing the true feelings and good 
humanity, the TV play arouses the audience’s sympathy, touch people’s hearts and 
advance people’s thought. Through the analysis above, I point out that the ultimate 
mission of TV play is to achieve the purpose of aesthetic education.  
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① 引自: [俄]康定斯基. 艺术中的精神. 李政文、魏大海译. 中国人民大学出版社. 2003 年版. 第 3 页 
② 引自: 马克思主义文艺理论研究编辑部编选. 美学文艺学方法论下. 文化艺术出版社. 1985 年版.第 368 页 
③ 引自: 前苏联莫伊谢伊·萨莫伊洛维奇·卡岗. 美学和系统方法. 凌继尧译. 中国文联出版公司. 1985 年
版. 第 114 页 
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① 转引自爱德华·卢西·史密斯. 1945 年以后的现代视觉艺术. 陈麦译. 上海人民美术出版社. 1988 年版. 第
40 页 











































                                                        











































                                                        









































                                                        
① 转引自迈克·费瑟斯通. 消费文化与后现代主义. .刘精明译. 上海:译林出版社. 第 100 页 
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